Qatar Women's Sport Committee signs agreement with ‘You Are Important’ initiative
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Halep, Stephens advance as fans return to US Open
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100m Paralympic track thriller as Steng unseats Peacock

AP

German sprinter Gisela Steng unseated her way to the Paralympic gold in the 100m T64 final yesterday, defeating British Paralympic star Olivia-Jade Wadsworth by an inch. The 1:08.78 finish was the first Paralympic gold in the 100m T64 category.

King lauds Osaka for stand on mental health, racial issues

King notes Osaka’s “brave and strong” stand on mental health concerns.

Qatar's anti-doping tests for AIU

Qatar was one of the 32 countries that had their athletes tested by the AIU.

150,000 fans off to Flushing

The US Open is set to have the largest audience since 2019.

Germany’s Faust-Steffel celebrates his victory in the men’s 100m (10.30) final at the Tokyo 2020 Paralympics Games yesterday (AFP)
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Germany’s Faust-Steffel celebrates his victory in the men’s 100m (10.30) final at the Tokyo 2020 Paralympics Games yesterday (AFP)

Qatar Women’s Sport Committee signs agreement with ‘You Are Important’ initiative

The Qatar Women’s Sport Committee (QWSC) signed a strategic agreement yesterday with ‘You Are Important’, a Dutch-based organization that promotes the importance of self-esteem and self-belief.

The agreement was signed by Executive Director of the Women’s Sport Committee Hitmi, Executive Director of the Qatar National Olympic Committee Sergei Bubka and ‘You Are Important’ co-founder Yvonne van der Land.

Commenting on the agreement, Doctor of the Netherlands returns a shot against Canada’s Rachel Hales (not seen) of their women’s singles final at the Flashing neighborhood of the Queens borough of New York City (AFP)

“Women in Qatar have a right to football and it is important for them to have the opportunity to participate in international competitions,” van der Land said.
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A handout picture shows Qatar players taking part in a training session ahead of their match against Serbia in the opening round of the World Cup Qatar 2022. (AFP)

100m Paralympic track thriller as Steng unseats Peacock

German sprinter Gisela Steng (left) breaks world records in the Paralympic 100m in Tokyo's National Stadium yesterday.

The signing ceremony was attended by the Ministry of Interior, represented by the Secretary General of the Ministry of Interior, Brig Gen Hassan bin Khater, and vice-chairman of the Women’s Sport Committee Hitmi.

“The agreement aims at promoting Qatar’s efforts to achieve the achievements of women in football,” said Hitmi.
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“A women’s football team in Qatar means a lot of things,” said van der Land.
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Arsenal's steady demise hits rock bottom

Tennis

Kinglauz Osaka for stand on mental health, racial issues

EVERYONE LOVES YOU GUYS. YOU LISTEN TO US AND I THINK IT'S GREAT WHEN YOU TALK AND TALK ABOUT YOUR FEELINGS. KIDS NEED THAT

Osaka withdrew from the US Open last month after being threatened with expulsion for refusing to do photo duties, which she said she took as a kid and a woman.

The 23-year-old, a four-times Grand Slam singles title holder, said the Grand Slam got underway when a member of her team tested positive for Cov-19 this month, having also had to work through her own feelings of injustice at all of it, like: 'Why now?' sort of thing.

"It was a combination of feeling quite ill and mentally."

"Every time I go to any place now I have to talk about mental health. Why? Because you guys talked about it. That's fantastic, you guys."

The 23-year-old Osaka is the epitome of the Black Lives Matter campaign as she continues her campaign for gender equality in tennis.

'Everyone loves you guys. They listen to you guys, and I think it's great when you talk and talk about your mental health, kids need that,' Kinglauz, a leading figure in the campaign for gender equality in tennis.
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Arsenal's steady demise hits rock bottom

Arsenal's focus now appears to be the FA Cup, the team's only realistic chance of a trophy this season, after they finished outside the top four for the first time in 12 years.

"We're in a good place. We've got a good squad, we've got a good manager and we've got a good team," Arteta said.
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Arsenal's Spanish manager Mikel Arteta reacts at the final whistle during the English Premier League match against Manchester City at The Etihad Stadium in Manchester on Saturday (AFP)
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Arsenal's steady demise hits rock bottom

Arsenal's Spanish manager Mikel Arteta reacts at the final whistle during the English Premier League match against Manchester City at The Etihad Stadium in Manchester on Saturday (AFP)

MOTORSPORT

'Money talks': Hamilton blasts two-lap Belgian Grand Prix 'face'
**Australia cricket in a ‘better place’ after talks: Langer**

**SPORT**

ALL WE GOT OFF OUR CHESTS! I THINK WE ARE ALL IN A BETTER PLACE NOW.

Elated coach Justin Langer says the Australian cricket team is in a “better place” after a series of on-field and off-field issues, as confirmed by some senior players following a recent team meeting and leadership reshuffle.

Langer, who has led the team for the past year, says the recent meetings have been positive and that the team is ready to move forward.

He also praised the players for their efforts in recent matches, including the Test series against Sri Lanka.

“Things are in a better place now,” Langer said.

“People are happy, they’re getting along and we’re all on the same page.”

The team’s recent performances have been encouraging, with victories in the last two Tests against Sri Lanka.

“With Sri Lanka we stood up to them and showed our mettle,” Langer said.

“We’re in a better place now and we’re looking forward to what lies ahead.”

The team will now focus on their upcoming matches against New Zealand, which will be played in Adelaide and Sydney.

“I think we’re better placed for the upcoming series against New Zealand,” Langer said.

“With the recent improvements, we’re ready to take on the Blue Jays.”

**India’s Sundar ruled out of IPL with finger injury**

India’s pace bowling all-rounder Washington Sundar has been ruled out of the Indian Premier League (IPL) due to a finger injury.

Sundar, who was ruled out of the West Indies tour earlier this year, has sustained a finger injury during a practice match in the UAE.

“He is in pain and has not been able to bowl,” the BCCI said.

Sundar’s injury is a setback for India’s bowling attack, which is already missing the services of Jasprit Bumrah and Mohammed Siraj.

**Cantlay edges DeChambeau in epic playoff**

Patrick Cantlay has edged out Matthew DeChambeau in the most dramatic of fashion to win the BMW Championship, the first leg of the PGA Tour’s FedEx Cup playoffs.

The two players were level after regulation, and the match went to the first extra hole, where Cantlay made a clutch 10-foot putt to secure the victory.

Cantlay’s win has put him in pole position for the season-long FedEx Cup playoff series.

**Focus on Pakistan cricket after Covid-19**

Pakistan cricket has been in the spotlight after a number of high-profile players tested positive for Covid-19.

The national team is set to depart for England next week, and will be followed by the Pakistan women’s team.

“This is a positive step for Pakistan cricket,” said coach Waqar Younis.

The team is expected to perform well, and will be led by experienced captain Babar Azam.

**Pakistani players receive $100 for each victory**

Pakistani players have been rewarded with a $100 bonus for each victory in the Pakistan Women’s Cricket League.

The bonus is intended to boost morale and motivation among the players.

“Every victory is a stepping stone towards success,” said Pakistan Women’s Cricket Federation president Arshad Khan.

The bonus will be paid out to each player and coach after each match.
**FOOTBALL**

**SERIE A**

Abraham and Giroud score as Milan, Roma win

*Gulf Times*

Milan bag 41 win over Cagliari, while Roma rout Salernitana 4-0

**FOOTBALL**

**SPOTLIGHT**

beIN Sports to broadcast World Cup 2022 European qualifers and CONMEBOL European

By Sports Reporter

beIN Sports Group, the global sports and entertainment broadcaster, and its flagship sports network beIN Sports Premium 1 have agreed to broadcast the upcoming EURO 2022 and CONMEBOL European qualifiers. Taking part in the European qualifiers as a guest nation, the Qatar national team continues its preparations for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 European group stage. The tournament will be divided into 10 groups of four countries with only the winners progressing to the main stage.

**FOOTBALL**

**SPOTLIGHT**

Aston Villa, Argentina on collision course over World Cup qualifiers

**Bottomline**

A small group of officers and men of the British army had just concluded a 2-2 draw at home to Wolverhampton Wanderers in the Premier League on Sunday, the final day of the season. Villa scored in the opening minutes and went on to dominate the match, “said the manager.”

**FOOTBALL**

**SPOTLIGHT**

African teams must juggle selection after English ban

**Aston Villa, Argentina on collision course over World Cup qualifiers**

Manchester United striker Edinson Cavani’s Uruguay call-up for next month’s World Cup Qatar 2022 European Group H qualifier against Denmark has sparked tensions between the club and national team. Cavani has expressed his desire to play for Uruguay, where he was born and raised, but Manchester United have refused to release him from training camp.
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**SPOTLIGHT**

Cavani’s Uruguay call-up cancelled due to quarantine rules

Manchester United striker Edinson Cavani’s Uruguay call-up for next month’s World Cup Qatar 2022 European Group H qualifier against Denmark has sparked tensions between the club and national team. Cavani has expressed his desire to play for Uruguay, where he was born and raised, but Manchester United have refused to release him from training camp.
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